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"Soundscap
pes" Fe
eature
ed on MWE3.
M
COM
BoweMu
usic is pleased to annou
unce that a review
r
of "SSoundscapes" and
an assocciated intervview with Stteve Bowe iss now featurred on the Music
M
Web Exp
press 3000 website.
w
MWE3.C
COM is a Neew York baseed guitar oriiented musicc review sitee that
featuress significant rock and guitar artistts in review
w and interrview.
BoweMu
usic were approached by MWE3.C
COM for an interview and
a
a
transcrip
pt of the artiicle follows. The
T original article can also
a be found
d at:
http://w
www.mwe3.com/review
ws/SteveBoweeSoundscape
es/
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

STEVE BOWE
Soundsscapes
(BoweM
Music)
On his fiirst album fro
om early 201
11, Finest Ho
our, U.K. guittar wiz Steve
e Bowe preseented an
instrumeental guitar based / synth fusion albu
um depictingg the Battle Of
O Britain. A brilliant mom
ment on
disc in and of itself, that
t
album is followed up by an even
n cooler and more rockin
ng set of
instrumeental electro
onica, Sound
dscapes releaased late in 2011.
2
Bowe’ss guitar workk was exemp
plary
on Finesst Hour, while the 2011 CD
C release off Soundscapees sounds somewhat mo
ore synthesized and
keyboarrd driven. There’s still pleenty of Bowee’s driving an
nd super kineetic keyboard
d / guitar intterplay
but, at leeast comparred to Finest Hour it soun
nds much mo
ore digitized and computterized. Track 2 here,
the com
mpletely brilliant “Queen Of The Nile”” sounds like Kraftwerk produced
p
by Brian Eno cirrca early
Roxy Mu
usic. Clearly the
t vast arraay of Bowe’s keyboard electronics brings the entiire instro syn
nth pop
sound well
w into the now, but hiss musical inteegrity soundss like it was shaped
s
by En
no and Bowie during
the Low
w period circaa 1977. It's reewarding to see up and coming
c
artistts with talentts as worthyy as
Steve Bo
owe, committting to releaasing replicatted silvers off such intenssely dynamicc music.
www.bo
owemusic.co
om
mwe3.com speaks to
t STEVE BOW
WE about SO
OUNDSCAPEES

mwe3: You released two albums in 2011, first Finest Hour and then Soundscapes. Can you compare
the two albums stylistically and sound wise? For instance I noted Soundscapes was somewhat more
keyboard driven and less guitar‐centric than Finest Hour. And can you say something about any
differences in the recording process between the two CDs?
SB: Finest Hour was something of a concept project for me, based on my pet subject, the Battle of
Britain, as it was. However the integrity of the music is really solid and I am immensely proud of it.
Generally it is more traditional in structure and sound than Soundscapes which you could call more
experimental, although maybe only a little! Many of the themes and ideas in Soundscapes were
actually conceived during the construction of Finest Hour but left out because either they did not
work in the context or there was no room. So anyone who listens to one after the other may well
pick up on some common elements, and this is also why Soundscapes followed on relatively quickly.
In terms of the sound, you are right, there is overall a more electronic feel to Soundscapes. I can't
give you a particular reason for this other than it felt right for the particular tracks. I did, though,
preserve a more classical sounding production for a couple of pieces, notably "Ile de la Cite" and
"Caledonia". Beyond the obligatory guitar solos, most of the tracks do actually feature some element
of guitar work, but it is subtly used or else twisted beyond recognition! I will always be a guitarist
first and foremost, it's just that my chosen style of music sometimes makes it hard to bring it to the
fore.
There was little difference in the recording processes involved, although since Finest Hour I had
invested in a couple of new synths and this may have contributed to some of the more interesting
sounds on the album! However what is important to me is to maintain accessibility in the music and
so even though I keep using the word "experimental" this is all relative!
mwe3: Can you say something about the great Soundscapes cover art. It reminds me of a sci‐fi flick
and about how you create your incredible videos on your Facebook page? I noted
the Soundscapes montage on YouTube and it’s really great.
SB: I'm really pleased with the album artwork, it was done by Chris Bray of Azhrei Art (azhrei.com)
and he's really done a great job. Chris is an old friend of mine from my I.T. business days and has
always been a keen producer of Sci Fi and Fantasy artwork. However I had to work hard to keep him
from covering it with scantily clad women which are his forte as you can tell if you take a look at his
website! He also produced the sunrise sequence you see at the beginning of the "Soundscapes"
montage.
I take a small issue with you describing the videos as "incredible", they are pretty basic really! I make
them with some simple video editing software I have invested in and I try to give the viewer
something more interesting than a blank screen to look at whilst they listen to the music. But they
do give me a straightforward means to establish a YouTube presence which is important these days
for any artist. I am currently in the market for a video producer to hook up with in order to produce
some slicker promos for my work.
mwe3: Are you planning to feature the Soundscapes outside of England, for instance, the U.S, Asia,

other places? Will the CD be available on Amazon in the USA and I hope you're planning to keep
making CDs as opposed to download only. You did a great job on the Soundscapes silver disc.
SB: Soundscapes and Finest Hour are already available worldwide on download through iTunes.
Likewise the CD is also available worldwide through the BoweMusic website and Amazon, although
it currently markets through Amazon UK. USA Amazon users can (and frequently do!) order it from
there although it does mean international shipping costs. Soundscapes will, however, be available
imminently through CDBaby in the USA on CD or download, in fact it may hopefully be there by the
time you are reading this. I am also currently working on getting the CD available on shelf and/or
order through record stores worldwide and also a number of other online retailers. Watch this
space!
For the foreseeable future, I do intend keeping my albums available on CD as well as download, a big
section of my fan base still prefers a physical product. Indeed I tend to buy CDs myself and then rip
them to my iPod. It feels like you actually own something tangible then! You also get the liner and
decent artwork which I think is an important part of the overall product that you just don't get with
downloads. It may seem a slightly old fashioned attitude but so what, there are a still lot of old
fashioned people out there so I don't feel alone. It obviously adds a lot of cost to the production but
to not have a CD option cuts out a very big section of one's potential customers!
mwe3: What musical plans have you got coming up in 2012?
SB: As I have indicated before, I really want to get a live act together and start performing. It's the
one big thing missing in my offering thus far and I get a lot of requests for it. That's probably the
biggest single project for me but I also intend releasing a decent amount of new material over the
next few months and hopefully a third album, probably in the spring. I'm also working on securing
some licensing arrangements for my material to be used in advertising and media. It's a very exciting
time overall with a lot to be working on!
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